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Abstract
Nanofluids are dilute suspensions of functionalized

Nanoparticles smaller than 100nm, which belong to a new
type of functional composite materials developed about a
decade ago with the specific aim of increasing the thermal
conductivity of heat transfer fluids. However, the
mechanistic understanding on Nanofluids for its heat
transfer enhancement is still quite limited due to the
complex influence of Nanoparticle shape, size,
concentration, Nanoparticle aggregation, morphology and
Brownian motion effect. So it is desirable to investigate
and visualize the particles flow behaviour, concentration
distribution, and particle aggregation effect in the base
liquid for in-depth understanding of Nanofluids
mechanism. This paper aims to study the speckle
characteristics of Nanofluids illustrated by a laser source
numerically and experimentally, and apply the speckle for
the measurement of Nanofluids velocity distribution.

Figure 1 shows the computed speckle based on
Rayleigh scattering theory. The Histogram of intensity
distribution corresponding to Figure 1 is illustrated in
Figure 2. It can be seen from Figures 1-2 that the
commutated image and its intensity distribution has the
characteristics of speckle pattern, which is a result of the
interference of many waves scattered by the Nanoparticles
in base liquid.  These waves have different phases and
amplitudes, which add together to give a resultant wave
whose amplitude and intensity varies randomly.

Figure 1 Computed scattering speckle (Particle size: 20nm,
concentration: 0.01%)

Figure 2 The intensity distribution Histogram of the light
speckle in Figure 1

Figure 3 shows the average light intensity of the
speckle patterns produced by Nanofluids (Nanoparticle
concentration: 0.01%, size ranging from 5 nm to 45 nm).
From Figure 3, with increasing Nanoparticle size, the
average intensity of the speckle pattern decreases. This
may be caused by decreasing nanoparticles number in
base liquid at the same particle concentration (0.01%), and
thus the scattered light intensity in speckle pattern
becomes weak.

Figure 3 The average intensity of the speckle patterns by
Nanofluids (Nanoparticle concentration: 0.01%)

The laser speckle of Naoparticles is further proposed to
measure the velocity distribution measurement of
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Nanofluids based on spatial cross-correlation algorithm.
An experimental system is built and a series of speckle
photographs are caught by a CCD under dynamic
Nanofluids with different particle concentrations. Figure 4
shows a raw speckle of Nanofluids with the naoparticles of
Fe3O4. The nanoparticle size is 20 nm. A homomorphic
filter is employed to reduce the speckle noises produced
by nanopartiles motion blur. Figure 5 represents the
filtered speckle corresponding to Figure 4. By comparisons
between the raw and filtered speckles, we can see that the
homomorphic filter not only eliminates the uneven
illumination of the raw speckle, but also effectively
enhances its details, making the vague and scattered spots
more clear. The filtered speckles are then converted into
binary images through Otsu’s method (Figure 6). The Otsu
algorithm assumes that the image to be thresholded
contains two classes of pixels (objects and background)
and calculated the optimum threshold separating these
two classes. As can be seen from the Figure 6, the useful
spots can be efficiently separated from the background in
the binary speckle, which makes the spatial-correlation
processing for speckles more convenient and faster.

Figure 4 Raw speckle pattern Figure 5 Filtered speckle pattern

Figure 6 Binary speckle Figure7 Velocity distribution vectors

The Nanofluid velocity distribution vectors are further
determined by the block motion matching based cross-
correlation algorithm for processing the binary speckles.
Figure 7 shows the velocity distribution vectors of the
Nanofliuds with the flowrate of 140 mL/min. The
corresponding average velocity of Nanofluids in the pipe
is 2.33 cm/s. After the individual erroneous velocity
vectors are excluded, the average magnitude (the
displacement of speckle motion) of the vectors is

calculated as 4.5 pixels. As the pixel size is 8.3μm, the
displacement corresponding to 4.5 pixels is 37.1μm. The
magnification and frame rate of the lens for the CCD are
8.57 and 67, respectively. The calculated velocity of the
Nanofluids is 2.13 cm / s.
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